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Directions: Read the question. Fill in the bubble next to the corresponding
question number on your answer sheet. 

  
Sample Question Sample Answer Sheet

Sample Item Not Available

 
1. A B C D

2. A B C D

3. A B C D

4. A B C D

5. A B C D



For Questions 1 - 5:
 

from Freckles

by Gene Stratton-Porter

1. When McLean turned from his finished report, he faced a young
man, yet under twenty, tall, spare, heavily framed, closely
freckled, and red-haired, with a homely Irish face, but in the
steady gray eyes, straightly meeting his searching ones of blue,
there was unswerving candor1 and the appearance of longing not
to be ignored. He was dressed in the roughest of farm clothing
and seemed tired to the point of falling.

  
2. “You are looking for work?” questioned McLean.

  
3. “Yis,” answered Freckles.

  
4. “I am very sorry,” said the Boss with genuine sympathy in his

every tone, “but there is only one man I want at present—a
hardy, big fellow with a stout heart and a strong body. I hoped
that you would do, but I am afraid you are too young and
scarcely strong enough.”

  
5. Freckles stood, hat in hand, watching McLean.

  
6. “And what was it you thought I might be doing?” he asked.

  
7. “It’s no child’s job,” answered McLean. “I am the field manager of

a big lumber company. We have just leased two thousand acres
of the Limberlost. Many of these trees are of great value. We
can’t leave our camp, six miles south, for almost a year yet; so we
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have blazed a trail and strung barbed wires securely around this
lease. Before we return to our work, I must put this property in
the hands of a reliable, brave, strong man who will guard it every
hour of the day and sleep with one eye open at night. I shall
require the entire length of the trail to be walked at least twice
each day to make sure that our lines are up and that no one has
been trespassing.”

  
8. Freckles was leaning forward, absorbing every word with such

intense eagerness that he was beguiling2 the Boss into
explanations he had never intended making.

  
9. “But why wouldn’t that be the finest job in the world for me?” he

pleaded. “I am never sick. I could walk the trail twice, three times
every day, and I’d be watching sharp all the while.”

  
10. “It’s because you are scarcely more than a boy, and this will be a

trying job for a work-hardened man,” answered McLean. “You
see, in the first place, you would be afraid. In stretching our lines,
we killed six rattlesnakes almost as long as your body and as thick
as your arm. It’s the price of your life to start through the marsh
grass surrounding the swamp unless you are covered with heavy
leather above your knees.

  
11. “You should be able to swim in case high water undermines the

temporary bridge we have built where Sleepy Snake Creek enters
the swamp. The fall and winter changes of weather are abrupt
and severe, while I would want strict watch kept every day. You
would always be alone, and I don’t guarantee what is in the
Limberlost. It is lying here as it has lain since the beginning of
time, and it is alive with forms and voices. I don’t pretend to say
what all of them come from; but from a few slinking shapes I’ve
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seen, and hair-raising yells I’ve heard, I’d rather not confront their
owners myself; and I am neither weak nor fearful.

  
12. “Worst of all, any man who will enter the swamp to mark and

steal timber is desperate. One of my employees at the south
camp, John Carter, compelled me to discharge3 him for a number
of serious reasons. He came here, entered the swamp alone, and
succeeded in locating and marking a number of valuable trees
that he was endeavoring4 to sell to a rival company when we
secured the lease. He has sworn to have these trees if he has to
die or to kill others to get them; and he is a man that the
strongest would not care to meet.”

  
13. “But if he came to steal trees, wouldn’t he bring teams and men

enough: that all anyone could do would be to watch and be after
you?” queried the boy.

  
14. “Yes,” replied McLean.

  
15. “Then why couldn’t I be watching just as closely, and coming as

fast, as an older, stronger man?” asked Freckles.
  

16. “Why, by George, you could!” exclaimed McLean. “I don’t know as
the size of a man would be half so important as his grit and
faithfulness, come to think of it. Sit on that log there and we will
talk it over. What is your name?”

  
17. Freckles shook his head at the proffer of a seat, and folding his

arms, stood straight as the trees around him. He grew a shade
whiter, but his eyes never faltered.
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18.  “Freckles!” he said.

1candor—honesty; sincerity

2beguiling—enticing; inviting

3discharge—terminate; dismiss; fire

4endeavoring—making every effort; trying; attempting

Excerpt from Freckles  by Gene Stratton-Porter.
http://www.readcentral.com/book/Gene-Stratton-Porter/Read-Freckles-
Online (5/25/2016).

1 How do paragraphs 8-9 contribute to the development of the
theme?
 

A The paragraphs confirm that uncomfortable situations make
people agree to things they should not.

B The paragraphs establish that one should remain confident
in order to achieve a goal.

C The paragraphs reveal that being overly dramatic makes a
negative first impression.

D The paragraphs show that lack of experience and youth
cannot be overcome by persistence and desire.
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2 What is the central idea of the passage?
 
A A poor boy saves a man by taking a job that no one else will.

B A man decides to give a poor boy a job out of pity.

C Through cleverness and dignity, a poor boy convinces a
boss to give him a job that was intended for a grown man.

D When a poor boy applies for a fictional job at a lumber
camp, the dangers of 19th century life are explored.

3 Which statement summarizes how McLean tries to discourage
Freckles from applying for the job?
 
A He belittles Freckles by insulting his intelligence.

B He embarrasses Freckles by criticizing his accent.

C He frightens Freckles with tales of what lurks in the swamp.

D He intimidates Freckles by comparing him to John Carter.
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4 Part A

Which trait best  describes the personality of Freckles?
 
A stubborn

B privileged

C determined

D annoying
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5 Part B

Which evidence from the passage supports the answer to Part
A?
 
A “…seemed tired to the point of falling.” (paragraph 1)

B “Freckles stood, hat in hand, watching McLean.” (paragraph
5)

C “‘I could walk the trail twice, three times every day, and I’d
be watching sharp all the while.’” (paragraph 9)

D
“‘But if he came to steal trees, wouldn’t he bring teams and
men enough: that all anyone could do would be to watch
and be after you?’ queried the boy.” (paragraph 13)
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For Questions 6 - 17:
 

from Maggie’s Door
 by Patricia Reilly Giff

This excerpt details the beginning of the journey from famine-ridden
Ireland in the mid-1800s to America as told by a young girl, Nory. Nory,
her neighbor and friend, Sean Red Mallon, and Nory’s family have set
out on separate journeys with the same destination—the home of Nory’s
sister Maggie in Brooklyn, New York.

1 Nory hadn’t gone far, just over the rise, when she heard it.
2 A voice?
3 “Ocras,” it screamed. “Ocras.”
4 Hunger.
5 Nory took another step and stopped. On one side of her were the

dunes, on the other the great ocean. A strange place she was in with
wisps of fog drifting across the road. And again that sound.

6 The wind, she told herself, even though she knew it wasn’t.
7 Granda had told her of selkies, half seal, half human. When they

lived on land, they wept bitter tears for the deep; when they returned
to the sea, they mourned for lost loves on the land.

8 Was that it? The cry of some poor selkie woman? Such an eerie
sound.

9 The crying stopped, and Nory began to walk again. One foot in front
of the other. Away from home, away from that empty house with the
door banging in the wind. The trip just beginning.

10 The sand drifted across the road, grains of it sticking to her bare feet.
The crying reminded her of her little brother, Patch, and the last time
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she had seen him, his arms flung out to her from the back of her
friend Sean Red Mallon’s cart.

11 And where was that cart now? Sean pulling its heavy weight while
Patch leaned against Mrs. Mallon in back? How far had they gone
along that winding road toward the port of Galway?

12 She quickened her steps.
13 Don’t think about Patch, or the Mallons, or the rest of the family, all

gone ahead to find a ship, she told herself. Just keep going. Nearly
at the crossroads.

14 “Ocras, ocras,” came the cry again, and with it the sound of powerful
wings.

15 That was what it was, then, not a voice but the call of a great
seabird.

16 It swooped down over her head, too close. She dropped her bag and
clutched the top of her head with both hands. As the bird rose she
saw the snow-white body, the huge wingspan, the curved beak, and
eyes that were strangely human.

17 She had seen such a bird once when she and Granda had walked
along the cliff edge. Granda had thrown it a piece of dulse1 from his
pocket. “Travelers must give the white bird food. It will bring luck until
the end of the journey,” he had told her.

18 “But we’re only going home,” she had said. “Only a few steps.”
19 “Ah, still.”
20 Granda. How she missed him!
21 But what could she give the bird?
22 She had so little—papers Da had sent that would get her onto a ship,

a coin from her neighbor Anna sewed into her shawl, and what was
in her bag, the bits of things Anna had managed to put together for
the long trip ahead of her: herbs for illness, a biscuit so hard it had to
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be soaked in water, a bit of meat, and two pieces of brack2, rock
hard as the biscuit.

23 The bird circled over her, higher now. Nory dropped to the ground,
scrambling for the bag, and reached deep inside for the biscuit.
Anna’s voice was in her ear: “There are only these bits of food
between you and starvation. Guard them.”

24 She held the biscuit in her hand as the bird wheeled over her head
once more, but it was too hard to break into pieces. Suppose she
threw all of it?

25 Between you and starvation, the wind said.
26 “Traveler’s luck,” Granda whispered in her head
27 What should she do? Her mouth tingled with the thought of that

biscuit, the softness of it when she’d find a stream for dipping, the
taste of it on her tongue.

28 There was no time to think or the bird would be gone.
29 She took a step forward, reached over her head, and tossed the

biscuit high into the air.
30 She took a step forward, reached over her head, and tossed the

biscuit high into the air.
31 “It’s the whole biscuit,” she called. “For my whole family. Remember

that.” Her hair blew into her face and she raked it back impatiently so
she could see where the bird went. “We’re all of us traveling.”

32 And that voice in her head again: But you, Nory, are alone.
33 The bird skimmed over the surf, but then, just before it was out of

sight, it dropped the biscuit into the sea. Nory’s hand went to her
mouth, hard against her teeth. Foolish girl, Anna would have said.
You needed that food to stay alive.

34 Nory cupped her hands around her mouth. “Don’t forget us. All of us.
Dad. Granda and Celia. Patch…and my friend Sean Red Mallon.
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Don’t forget Sean.”
35 The bird was almost out of sight. “We are trying for America,” she

called after it. “We want to stand at Maggie’s door in Brooklyn.”

Excerpt from Maggie’s Door  by Patricia Reilly Giff. Copyright 2003 by
Yearling.

1dulse—seaweed or sea vegetable used as a snack
 2brack—a type of bread
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6 Which quotation from the selection develops the theme?
 

A
“Granda had told her of selkies, half seal, half human. When
they lived on land, they wept bitter tears for the deep; when
they returned to the sea, they mourned for lost loves on the
land.” (paragraph 7)

B
“Don’t think about Patch, or the Mallons, or the rest of the
family, all gone ahead to find a ship, she told herself. Just
keep going. Nearly at the crossroads.” (paragraph 13)

C

“She had so little—papers Da had sent that would get her
onto a ship, and a coin from her neighbor Anna sewed into
her shawl, and what was in her bag, the bits of things Anna
had managed to put together for the long trip ahead of her:
herbs for illness, a biscuit so hard it had to be soaked in
water, a bit of meat, and two pieces of brack, rock hard as
the biscuit.” (paragraph 22)

D

“The bird circled over her, higher now. Nory dropped to the
ground, scrambling for the bag, and reached deep inside for
the biscuit. Anna’s voice was in her ear: ‘There are only
these bits of food between you and starvation. Guard them.’”
(paragraph 23)
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7 Which is a summary of the passage?
 

A
A young girl named Nory begins a long journey on her own
while contemplating if she has made the right decision to
leave her home.

B
A young girl named Nory longingly wishes that she was
traveling with her brother and her friend instead of by
herself.

C A young girl named Nory mistakenly throws her only food to
a bird in hopes the bird will guide her safely on her journey.

D A young girl named Nory sets out alone on a journey as she
remembers different advice from those closest to her.
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8 Which quotation from the passage develops the theme?
 

A
“Granda had told her of selkies, half seal, half human. When
they lived on land, they wept bitter tears for the deep; when
they returned to the sea, they mourned for lost loves on the
land.” (paragraph 7)

B
“Don’t think about Patch, or the Mallons, or the rest of the
family, all gone ahead to find a ship, she told herself. Just
keep going. Nearly at the crossroads.” (paragraph 13)

C

“She had so little—papers Da had sent that would get her
onto a ship, and a coin from her neighbor Anna sewed into
her shawl, and what was in her bag, the bits of things Anna
had managed to put together for the long trip ahead of her:
herbs for illness, a biscuit so hard it had to be soaked in
water, a bit of meat, and two pieces of brack, rock hard as
the biscuit.” (paragraph 22)

D

“The bird circled over her, higher now. Nory dropped to the
ground, scrambling for the bag, and reached deep inside for
the biscuit. Anna’s voice was in her ear: ‘There are only
these bits of food between you and starvation. Guard them.’”
(paragraph 23)
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9 Part A

What is a theme of the passage?
 
A Courage to persist must be found within oneself.

B Opinions are formed from the beliefs of one’s ancestors.

C It is essential to be prepared with supplies when taking a
trip.

D It is futile to base one’s decisions on luck and superstitions.
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10 Part B

Which quotation from the passage supports the answer to Part
A?
 

A
“Granda had told her of selkies, half seal, half human. When
they lived on land, they wept bitter tears for the deep; when
they returned to the sea, they mourned for lost loves on the
land.” (paragraph 7)

B
“Don’t think about Patch, or the Mallons, or the rest of the
family, all gone ahead to find a ship, she told herself. Just
keep going. Nearly at the crossroads.” (paragraph 13)

C

“She had so little—papers Da had sent that would get her
onto a ship, and a coin from her neighbor Anna sewed into
her shawl, and what was in her bag, the bits of things Anna
had managed to put together for the long trip ahead of her:
herbs for illness, a biscuit so hard it had to be soaked in
water, a bit of meat, and two pieces of brack, rock hard as
the biscuit.” (paragraph 22)

D

“The bird circled over her, higher now. Nory dropped to the
ground, scrambling for the bag, and reached deep inside for
the biscuit. Anna’s voice was in her ear: ‘There are only
these bits of food between you and starvation. Guard them.’”
(paragraph 23)
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11 Based on the passage, what can be inferred about Nory’s friend,
Sean Red Mallon?
 
A He is hardworking and strong.

B He is impulsive and energetic.

C He is punctual and reliable.

D He is stubborn and opinionated.
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12 Read this sentence from paragraph 10.

The sand drifted across the road, grains of it sticking to her bare
feet.

What does this sentence help the reader infer about Nory?
 

A Nory has begun her journey feeling comfortable with the
path she will follow.

B Nory has begun her journey out of protest and not out of
necessity.

C Nory has begun her journey with minimal supplies and
provisions.

D Nory has begun her journey without fully anticipating the
difficulties she would encounter. 
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13 Which two quotations from the passage support the inference
that Nory must draw on her inner strength as she begins her
journey?
 

A “Nory hadn’t gone far, just over the rise, when she heard it.”
(paragraph 1)

B “The wind, she told herself, even though she knew it wasn’t.”
(paragraph 6)

C “The crying stopped, and Nory began to walk again. One
foot in front of the other.” (paragraph 9)

D “She dropped her bag and clutched to the top of her head
with both hands.” (paragraph 16)

E “Nory dropped to the ground, scrambling for the bag, and
reached deep inside for the biscuit.” (paragraph 23)
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14 Which quotation from the selection supports the inference that
Nory must draw on her inner strength as she begins her
journey?
 

A “Nory hadn’t gone far, just over the rise, when she heard it.”
(paragraph 1)

B “The crying stopped, and Nory began to walk again. One
foot in front of the other.” (paragraph 9)

C “She dropped her bag and clutched to the top of her head
with both hands.” (paragraph 16)

D “Nory dropped to the ground, scrambling for the bag, and
reached deep inside for the biscuit.” (paragraph 23)
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15 Based on the selection, what can be inferred about Nory’s
friend, Sean Red Mallon?
 
A He is hardworking and strong.

B He is impulsive and energetic.

C He is punctual and reliable.

D He is stubborn and opinionated. 

16 Part A

How does the setting of the passage affect Nory?
 
A It creates in her a sense of anger and regret.

B It creates in her a sense of fear and disorientation.

C It creates in her a sense of sadness and nostalgia.

D It creates in her a sense of uneasiness and anxiety.
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17 Part B

Which quotation from the passage supports the answer to Part
A?
 

A
“Nory took another step and stopped. On one side of her
were the dunes, on the other the great ocean. A strange
place she was in with wisps of fog drifting across the road.
And again that sound.” (paragraph 5)

B
“And where was that cart now? Sean pulling its heavy
weight while Patch leaned against Mrs. Mallon in back? How
far had they gone along that winding road toward the port of
Galway?” (paragraph 11) 

C

“It swooped down over her head, too close. She dropped her
bag and clutched the top of her head with both hands. As
the bird rose she saw the snow-white body, the huge
wingspan, the curved beak, and eyes that were strangely
human.” (paragraph 16)

D

“The bird skimmed over the surf, but then, just before it was
out of sight, it dropped the biscuit into the sea. Nory’s hand
went to her mouth, hard against her teeth. Foolish girl, Anna
would have said. You needed that food to stay alive.”
(paragraph 33)
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For Questions 18 - 20:
 

Travel
by Edna St. Vincent Millay

 
       
       The railroad track is miles

away,
    And the day is loud with

voices speaking,
  Yet there isn't a train goes by

all day
  But I hear its whistle

shrieking.
   

  5  
    

All night there isn't a train
goes by,

  Though the night is still for
sleep and dreaming,

  But I see its cinders red on
the sky,

  And hear its engine steaming.
   

  My heart is warm with friends
I make,

 10 And better friends I'll not be
knowing;

  Yet there isn't a train I'd
rather take,

  No matter where it's going.
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18 Which statement describes how the first and second stanzas
have similar central ideas?
 

A Both stanzas emphasize the busy nature of her days and
the loneliness she feels at night.

B
Both stanzas highlight the speaker's sensitivity to the
distracting noises the trains create during both days and
nights.

C
Both stanzas suggest that even though the speaker's
everyday life events continue she is acutely aware that there
are other possibilities.

D Both stanzas reveal the speaker's dissatisfaction with her
current situation.
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19 What can be inferred about the speaker from lines 9-10?
 

A She is looking to meet more friends with whom to spend
time.

B She is content in her current life and with her friends.

C She has met new friends at each of the places she has
traveled.

D She feels her current friends are the only ones she will ever
have.
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20 What is the meaning of lines 5-8?
 

A
The speaker is too preoccupied and excited to sleep, so she
stays awake to imagine the new places to which she could
travel.

B The speaker cannot sleep because of the noise from the
train engines.

C
The speaker is distracted because the trains do not travel
during the night, but she still imagines them taking her to
somewhere new.

D The speaker is up late getting ready to catch a train in the
morning.
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